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OCR 2002 Into English

Friendship Unit 2– Food for Thought
A key learning goal in Unit 1 in OCR 2002 is to enable students to expand their notion of what is involved
in being a friend, extend their ideas of who can be friends, and distinguish true friendship from false
friendship.  The writing goal for the unit is to take the students through the Writing Process and create a
narrative that uses various literary conventions and elements. In the Into English unit “Food for Thought”
students also learn the Writing Process. They also study elements of fiction, and the literary elements of
problem, solution, and setting.

City Wildlife Unit 5 – Operation Conservation
Unit 2 in OCR 2002 is a study of plants and animals that have adapted to an urban habitat. In the Into
English unit “Operation Conservation” students’ study includes animal habitats

Imagination Unit 3– To the Moon!
The Imagination unit supports students’ awareness and use of imagination and facilitates their
understanding of the ways people apply their imaginations. In the Into English unit “To the Moon!”
students take an imaginary trip to the moon.
Money No Related Unit
The selections in Money help students think about “different forms of money, how money works, and the
role of money in people’s lives and businesses.”

Storytelling Unit 1 – See Hear!
The selections in Storytelling help students acquire a broader a knowledge base of oral storytelling, and
how stories preserve and pass on traditions. Three of the anthology selections are non-fiction – one is a
biography and the other two are informational text. In the Into English unit “See Hear!” students learn
elements of non-fiction, and how to read informational text, an important scaffold for English Learners

Country Life Unit 5 – Communities U.S.A.
The selections in Country Life focus on “the trade-off between the benefits of specialization and the
division of labor on one hand, and the self-sufficiency of farm life on the other.”  In the Into English unit
“Communities U.S.A.” students study communities, including comparing/contrasting Washington D.C. in
the past as a rural community with its present urban form.


